RACE.NET NEUTRALITY

JERRY KANG*

INTRODUCTION

The “net neutrality” debate is undergoing a theoretical transition. Since the late 1990s, we have moved from “open access,” to “end to end,” to “net neutrality,” and by 2007, the question seems to have transformed into “anti-discrimination.” To the extent that net discrimination frames the question, our history and experience with race discrimination should be cognitively salient. Although patently different subjects, these two forms of discrimination share some similarities. After all, during much of this nation’s history, individuals were officially provided differential carriage (e.g., on segregated railcars), access (e.g., to education), and interconnection on the basis of race (e.g., to marriage).

Although legal commentators have spotted such similarities, they have never been thoroughly explored. This essay begins that study, with
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1. See Tim Wu, Why Have a Telecommunications Law?: Anti-Discrimination Norms in Communications, 5 J. ON TELECOMM. & HIGH TECH. L. 15 (2006); see also Lawrence Lessig, Re-Marking the Progress in Frischmann, 89 MINN. L. REV. 1031, 1042 (2005) (“The aim of those pursuing network neutrality, however, is not some imagined neutrality, but rather the elimination of certain kinds of discrimination (just as most policies favoring equality focus on rules against certain forms of discrimination).”).

2. See, e.g., Wu, supra note 1, at 38-39 (“As discussed above, common carriage law was traditionally occupied with the distinction between ‘public’ business, and the rest, which were presumably ‘private.’ The same distinction is central to the anti-discrimination regime surrounding public accommodations in the United States. As the example[] goes, if you operate a restaurant, you must serve customers of all races but you have no duty to invite the man on the street to a dinner party at your house.”); Christopher S. Yoo, Beyond Network Neutrality, 19 HARV. J.L. & TECH. 1, 25 (2005) (critiquing baseline assumption of IP as “neutral” and situating it in the “broader debates about [equality] jurisprudence”).


5. Tim Wu has done the most to further this way of thinking. See, e.g., Tim Wu, Network Neutrality, Broadband Discrimination, 2 J. ON TELECOMM. & HIGH TECH. L. 141, 150 (2003) (pointing out the value of the analogy as clarifying the distinction between
the goal of gleaning lessons for telecommunications policy. Because the domains of discrimination differ radically, one expects little payoff from the comparison and contrast. I promise a modest surprise. More specifically, a comparison and contrast between race discrimination and net discrimination teaches us, first, to particularize the discrimination at issue and be wary of what I call normative carve-outs in defining discrimination. Second, the comparison sensitizes us to the clash between welfarist and deontological concerns that have not been adequately distinguished within the net neutrality debate. Third, it urges us to be cautious about facile assurances that individual, firm, or market rationality will ensure the public interest.

I. DEFINITIONS AND NORMATIVE CARVE-OUTS

In order to discuss any sort of discrimination usefully, we must first define it. Let’s start with a simple, narrow, and abstract definition: discrimination is the differential treatment of some entity X, based on that entity’s supposed or actual attribute Y.

In the race context, X is typically a human being and Y is that person’s race. Immediately, various complications arise. For example, with regards to X, we sometimes are concerned with groups of human beings or entities that are themselves not human (e.g., a church), but are nonetheless associated with racialized human beings (e.g., a predominantly Korean immigrant congregation). With regards to Y, complications include the fact that “race” is often used as a placeholder for related attributes, such as national origin, ethnicity, or color. Indeed, race itself has no uncontroversial definition from, say, scientific or medical practice. Instead, as the saying goes, race is a social construction, by which I mean to emphasize that the various racial categories and the rules by which we map human bodies into those categories have been created by society, as a function of history, culture, politics, and ideology.

When I say that X (a human being) is treated differently “based on” some attribute Y (race), I mean that race is a “but for” cause of the differential treatment. In social cognition terms, the racial attribute triggers stereotypes and attitudes associated with that racial category, which alter interpersonal interactions and evaluations of the individual.

“justified and suspect bases of discrimination”).

7. For an inquiry in the other direction — trying to glean lessons for race policy from telecommunications — see Brant T. Lee, The Network Economic Effects of Whiteness, 53 AM. U. L. REV. 1259 (2004). Lee’s focus is not on the network neutrality debate, but he draws insights from network economics to parse race relations.

mapped to that category. Examples of traditional race discrimination are well-known. Recall the examples of Plessy, Brown, and Loving. Some modern cases are more subtle or contested. For example, White students sometimes complain that affirmative action makes them the new victims of discrimination. This is Grutter’s lament.

In the net context, X can be data (e.g., packet or stream), application service, hardware (e.g., consumer premises equipment), or some transport infrastructure. Y can be any attribute associated with these entities, such as semantic content, digital rights management status, identities of communicating parties, type of application service, hardware manufacturer, and so on. Examples of network discrimination are also well known. One reason why AT&T was divested in the 1980s was that it provided discriminatory interconnection between its local exchanges and competing long distance providers, such as MCI. There are more modern examples. For example, the Federal Communications Commission fined Madison River, a telco broadband provider, $15,000 for blocking ports necessary to use Voice over Internet Protocol (“VoIP”). Just recently, AT&T announced that it will scan for and not transport any content that it deems to violate intellectual property laws.

Notice that race discrimination and net discrimination, as I have used these terms, differ in their level of generality. When discussing race discrimination, we have been talking about the differential treatment of individuals based on a single attribute: race. We have ignored other attributes, such as gender, looks, intelligence, lineage, and so on. By contrast, in our definition of net discrimination, we selected neither a single X (entity) nor a single Y (attribute). In other words, net discrimination has not been particularized. At one extreme, it might raise a troubling question of viewpoint discrimination against unpopular content (e.g., a broadband provider blocking access to Arabic sites that stream videos of American troops shot by snipers in Iraq). At the other


10. See supra notes 3-5.


13. For a general discussion of AT&T’s breakup, see JERRY KANG, COMMUNICATIONS LAW AND POLICY: CASES AND MATERIALS 535-59 (2d ed. 2005).


16. Google seems to be doing precisely this on YouTube. Google has officially stated
extreme, it might refer to a mundane question of subscription status discrimination (e.g., a broadband provider not connecting a user to its wireless network because the user is not a paying subscriber). We are concerned more about the former than the latter, just as we might be more concerned about discrimination in law firm promotion based on race than on billable hours. The lesson here is to avoid confusion by specifying the X and Y in any net discrimination conversation.

What lessons can be drawn from a comparison between discrimination in both domains, race and net? First, we immediately notice how the definition of discrimination is sharply contested. In the race context, many “structuralists” would object to the narrow definition of discrimination I presented. For instance, a requirement of differential treatment of persons based on their race may not capture pure disparate impact cases. Interestingly, in the net context, various commentators have made similar structuralist arguments about the current Internet Protocol, which delivers packets on a best-efforts basis without quality of service (“QoS”) guarantees. This architecture is not neutral; instead, it discriminates against those services that require just such assurances.17 Again, no differential treatment of some packet is necessary for there to be a colorable claim of “discrimination” as that word is reasonably used.

Having stated the obvious — that discrimination is hard to define18 — let me focus on a single facet of this problem. In the race context, because the word “discrimination” has negative valence, there is a tendency to carve out normatively acceptable treatment from the term’s very definition. In other words, if some practice of differential treatment is “good,” then people shy away from calling it “discrimination.” Claims of normative acceptability typically point to: (i) some benign nature as gauged by purposes, effects, or social meanings; (ii) some rational cost-benefit analysis based on accurate probabilities; or (iii) some public/private distinction, in which private matters are insulated from ethical critique and legal intervention. To give examples, (i) affirmative action programs are said not to count as discrimination because of their benign nature; (ii) terrorist profiling is defended as not discrimination because of its claimed probabilistic rationality; and (iii) how we choose that it removed sniper videos that “display graphic depictions of violence in addition to any war footage (U.S. or other) displayed with intent to shock or disgust, or graphic war footage with implied death (of U.S. troops or otherwise).” Edward Wyatt, Anti-U.S. Attack Videos Spread on Web, N.Y. TIMES, Oct. 6, 2006 (emphasis added).

17. See Wu, supra note 6, at 148 (pointing out how the internet protocol “implicitly disfavors”); id. at 142 (making the same observation and calling it “favoritism”); Yoo, supra note 2, at 25 (pointing out “nonneutrality inherent in the choice of baseline principles” and referencing Herbert Wechsler’s “neutral principles” article).

marriage partners is suggested to be sufficiently private such that the question of discrimination is simply off point.

In the net context, we see similar attempts at normative carve-outs from the definition of “discrimination.” Interestingly, they too sound in terms of (i) benign natures, (ii) rational justifications, and (iii) public/private distinctions. Stopping spam or hacking, it is argued, should not be derogated as discrimination because of the benign purpose. Allowing price discrimination, especially when costs are in fact different, is defended as economically rational and thus should not be stigmatized as discrimination. Finally, private networks should be able to do what they will with their property, without any complaints of discrimination.

In defining net discrimination, should we allow such normative carve-outs? Our experience with race discrimination analysis suggests no. Instead “discrimination” should be defined neutrally, to describe solely the behavior or act of treating differently some entity X on the basis of some attribute Y. Whether that behavior is socially, ethically, or legally warranted is a critical question, but one that should be asked subsequently.

This distinction between the fact of discrimination and its value helps clarify the analysis. First, it avoids arguments by definitional assertion. When someone responds “by definition, that’s not discrimination!” the other side is rarely persuaded since the thrust of the complaint has been side-stepped, not met head-on. Simply recall any shouting match between those who promote and those who resent race-based affirmative action, or those who promote and those who resent race-based profiling. Second, avoiding normative carve-outs allows grouping in one place all the arguments about the propriety of any discrimination. Otherwise, these considerations surface twice – initially at the definitional stage and later in considering whether some special set


20. Alfred E. Kahn, Telecommunications: The Transition from Regulation to Antitrust, 5 J. ON TELECOMM. & HIGH TECH. L. 159, 177-78 (2006) (“The opposition to ‘tiering’ as such – extra charges for ‘access to the express lane’ . . . is economically ignorant. The costs – both short-run (the opportunity costs of giving priority to the higher-speed uses) and long-run (the costs of the investments to provide additional broadband capacity, to relieve that congestion) – are, presumably, higher for the users requiring the ‘express lane.’ It is therefore not discriminatory for those costs to be levied on the services requiring their incurrence. . . .” (emphasis added)).

21. See Eli M. Noam, Beyond Liberalization II: The Impending Doom of Common Carriage, 18 TELECOMM. POL’Y 435, 452 (1994) (suggesting that network owners be forced to be either private or public, and if they choose private, to have plenary power over their private zones).
of circumstances overcomes the presumption against discrimination (e.g., to achieve a compelling interest through narrowly tailored means). The point of avoiding normative carve-outs is to promote analytical clarity, crucial to good policy analysis.\footnote{22}

In sum, the general point is that “discrimination” is difficult to define. Accordingly, we must always specify the particular net discrimination at issue, which specific X (the object of differential treatment) and which specific Y (the entity’s attribute) are at issue. Although obvious, this caution bears repeating, especially because strawpersons are tempting.\footnote{23} Finally, we should avoid normative carve-outs from the definition of discrimination, at least during the policy analysis phase. If the discrimination should be legally tolerated, indeed economically encouraged, that case should be made not at the point of threshold definition, but later in the analytical process.

II. INCOMMENSURABLE HARMs

Later starts now. What’s actually wrong with discrimination? If the professional philosophers will indulge me, I suggest that the reasons against discrimination can be roughly divided into two categories: deontological and welfarist. By “deontological,” I mean reasons based on some moral duty or obligation that is not principally determined by some consequentialist calculation. These arguments tend to sound in terms of equality, justice, and fairness. By contrast, “welfarist”

\footnote{22. I recognize that in drafting legislation or regulation, clarity may not be the sole or principal purpose. That said, certain bills are drafted consistently with this analytical structure; they prohibit discrimination defined in some general manner, and later in a subsection, carve out particular discriminations that shall not be deemed as such. For example, a bill titled the “Internet Freedom and Nondiscrimination Act of 2006” reads:

(a) It shall be unlawful for any broadband network provider . . .

(c) Nothing in this section shall be construed to prevent a broadband network provider from taking reasonable and nondiscriminatory measures—

(1) to manage the functioning of its network, on a systemwide basis, provided that any such management function does not result in discrimination between content, applications, or services offered by the provider and unaffiliated provider;

(2) to give priority to emergency communications . . . .

H.R. Res. 5417, 109th Cong. §3 (2006) (proposing to insert a section into the Clayton Act on “DISCRIMINATION BY BROADBAND NETWORK PROVIDERS”); see also Internet Non-Discrimination Act of 2006, S. Res. 2360, 109th Cong. §4(b) (2006), which states:

(1) may—

(A) take reasonable and non-discriminatory measures to protect subscribers from adware, spyware, malware, viruses, spam, pornography, content deemed inappropriate for minors, or any other similarly nefarious application or service that harms the Internet experience of subscribers, if such subscribers . . . .

arguments emphasize net benefits and costs as measured by some metric of social welfare. They are principally consequentialist, have philosophical affinities with utilitarianism, and tend to focus on efficiency.

In the race context, as between deontological versus welfarist arguments, the former predominate. To be sure, various arguments emphasize welfare losses and gains. For example, racial diversity in the corporate boardroom is sometimes defended as generating better firm decisions. Prominently, the Supreme Court has also found that diversity improves learning, which is praised as a compelling interest — at least in higher education. Still, such welfarist arguments constitute merely the tail of the dog. What makes race discrimination so emotionally and politically charged is that it alleges some deontological error, a violation of some moral imperative (whether it be treating human beings as equals or remaining steadfastly colorblind in state action), not some mere spreadsheet error.

By contrast, in the net context, welfarist arguments dominate. As Wu notes, nearly all sides of the debate seem to agree that the goal of “network neutrality” policymaking is to maximize innovation, which is well understood in welfarist terms. Understanding the Internet as an infrastructural good also emphasizes efficiency concerns. It is this predominance of welfarist concerns that make plausible Robert Hahn and Robert Litan’s contention that although nondiscrimination has “superficial appeal,” it should be rejected on efficiency grounds. The appeal, I gather, draws on a family resemblance with the deontological imperatives against better-known forms of discrimination, such as those outlawed by Title VII of the Civil Rights Act. It is superficial, however, in their view because in net discrimination, welfarist arguments should be privileged over deontological ones. Economist Alfred Kahn similarly suggests that deontological concerns are “social goals” that should be the subject of “extra-market, political determination.”

25. See Wu, supra note 1, at 26.
29. Kahn, supra note 20, at 176 (“But either that is exactly what it is or should be about
starker terms, he contends that network neutrality proponents are “talking either nonsense or the – prosaic – prose of competition and monopoly,” which are problems within the welfarist category for which exist “reasonable, non-ideological resolutions.”

Still, in the net context, as Bill Herman has recently argued, there is something else going on. In my terminology, it is deontic, and it is not nonsense. We find it in the literature of the various grass roots consumer organizations engaging the issue. For example, the “Save the Internet” FAQ states: “Net Neutrality is the reason why the Internet has driven economic innovation, democratic participation, and free speech online. . . . On the Internet, consumers are in ultimate control — deciding between content, applications and services available anywhere, no matter who owns the network.”

Non-welfarist concerns also appear in proposed findings of draft legislation, as in the Net Neutrality Act of 2006: “Because of the vital role that broadband networks and the Internet play for America’s economic growth and our First Amendment rights to speak, the United States should adopt a clear policy endorsing the open nature of Internet communications and freely accessible broadband networks.”

Of course, these more political and distributive justice anxieties can be shoehorned into welfarist lingo, but the fit is awkward. My point here

or — their rhetoric of ‘monopoly’ and ‘discriminations’ and squeezes notwithstanding — the [net neutrality] advocates are really talking about social goals that cannot be achieved by a market economy, however perfectly functioning — uses of resources and distributions of income in their opinion properly subject to extra-market, political determination.”)

30. Id. at 188; see also Bruce M. Owen, The Net Neutrality Debate: 25 Years after United States v. AT&T and 120 Years After the Act to Regulate Commerce, PERSP. FROM FSF SCHOLARS (Free State Found., Potomac, Md.), Feb. 20, 2007, at 3-4 (complaining that network neutrality advocates are vague and lack analytical rigor, then quickly translating the debate into a vertical integration economics problem). In the course of his argument, Owen suggests that the original decision to break up AT&T and create a “stark and permanent isolation of the monopoly local service companies from participation in any competitive business requiring use of their monopoly facilities” may well have been a good idea. Id. at 6-7. Surely net neutrality advocates would be comfortable doing the same with all wireline broadband Internet service providers.

31. See Bill D. Herman, Opening Bottlenecks: On Behalf of Mandated Network Neutrality, 59 FED. COMM. L.J. 103, 116 (2006) (explicitly distinguishing the value of innovation from the value of media diversity, which is promoted by a neutral network that does not discriminate based on content).

32. For gestures in this vein, see, e.g., Mark Cooper, Open Access to the Broadband Internet: Technical and Economic Discrimination in Closed, Proprietary Networks, 71 U. COLO. L. REV. 1011, 1012 (2000) (“We should understand that we are part of a worldwide political battle; that we have views about what rights should be guaranteed to all humans, regardless of their nationality; and that we should be ready to press those views in this new political space opened up by the Net.”).


is not that this translation is impossible; rather, it is simply to spotlight the fact that welfare contests are not all that’s going on.

Suppose we take such deontic anxieties at face value. These concerns are not solely about efficient pricing and dead-weight loss, but also about the basic distribution of communicative power and opportunities among private actors. The concern is that broadband pipe owners will subtly manipulate the content that flows through their bottlenecks, at least in pathological cases. In other words, even though broadband Internet providers generally look and feel like common carriers who dutifully deliver packets from here to there with little regard to who sent the packets and what they mean, they aren’t actually common carriers. Even though your traditional “phone company” may be providing the fast Internet connection over the high frequency portion of the same twisted pair copper line that provides traditional telephone service, they are not actually providing “telecommunications services” regulated under Title II of the Communications Act. Rather, they are providing “information services” subject to far weaker requirements of Title I.

In this way, the serious anxieties expressed about mass media consolidation resurface in the net neutrality debate. It is all of one piece. As fewer and fewer entities own more and more media properties, they invite the public to relax and to enjoy the benefits of improved efficiencies. Media owners promise never to exercise any sort of spin because they are just satisfying market demand, and if they do anything untoward, fierce competition would instantly discipline misbehavior.

The public, however, remains skeptical. Ownership does influence content. Rupert Murdoch’s ownership of FOX alters what is broadcast on FOX. Even the free-market oriented reporters of the Wall Street Journal recognize that this is so, at least when their own jobs and autonomy are at stake. This may not entirely be a bad thing; indeed,

35. My colleague Doug Lichtman reminds me that findings of fact in draft legislation may reveal as much about the strength of particular interest groups and focus group politics than anything especially deontic or public-interest minded.


the FCC has suggested that this is precisely what diversity of ownership should entail.\(^{41}\) But it is facile to suggest that ownership is entirely irrelevant. To provide just one example, Cumulus Media Inc. stopped playing the Dixie Chicks when they criticized the sitting President for starting the Iraq war.\(^{42}\) It was also ownership that prompted the broadcast networks to remain silent about the digital TV spectrum that was given \textit{gratis} to current television broadcast licensees, \textit{sans} billions of dollars in auction payments.\(^{43}\)

Further, such deontic concerns are not recent inventions — they have been around for a long time, even before the Internet. To give just one example, in the Modified Final Judgment, Judge Harold Greene specifically barred AT&T from the nascent “electronic publishing” industry for at least seven years. Electronic publishing was defined as: “the provision of any information which a provider or publisher has, or has caused to be originated, authored, compiled, collected, or edited, or in which he has a direct or indirect financial or proprietary interest, and which is disseminated to an unaffiliated person through some electronic means.”\(^{44}\)

Among other things, Judge Greene feared that AT&T would discriminate against other e-publishers by giving priority traffic to its own publishing operations, collecting and analyzing intelligence about competitors gleaned from transactional data, and providing second-class maintenance to a time sensitive enterprise. These arguments were not strictly economic. Instead, Judge Greene continued:

\begin{quote}
Beyond [these competitive considerations], AT&T’s entry into the electronic publishing market poses a substantial danger to First Amendment values.

The goal of the First Amendment is to achieve ‘the widest possible dissemination of information from diverse and antagonistic sources.’ \textit{Associated Press v. United States}, 326 U.S. 1, 20 (1945). This interest in diversity has been recognized time and again by various courts. \textit{Red Lion Broadcasting Co. v. F.C.C.}, 395 U.S. 367, 390 (1969). . . .
\end{quote}

\ldots

\ldots The Federal Communications Commission is charged by the

\begin{flushright}
43. See \textit{KANG}, supra note 13, at 645 (describing DTV coverage).
\end{flushright}
Communications Act with granting broadcast licenses in the ‘public interest, convenience and necessity.’ . . .

. . .

Certainly, the Court does not here sit to decide on the allocation of broadcast licenses. Yet, like the FCC, it is called upon to make a judgment with respect to the public interest and, like the FCC, it must make that decision with respect to a regulated industry and a regulated company.

In determining whether the proposed decree is in the public interest, the Court must take into account the decree’s effects on other public policies, such as the First Amendment principle of diversity in dissemination of information to the American public. . . .

. . .

Applying this diversity principle to the issue here under discussion, it is clear that permitting AT&T to become an electronic publisher will not further the public interest.45

My point here is not to persuade readers that Judge Greene was right or wrong. Instead, it is simply to observe that matters beyond efficiency — in this case, phrased in terms of First Amendment rights-talk — mattered in the breakup of AT&T, which was, after all, a common carrier. And surely something similar is going on today with the net neutrality debate.

Having made this deontological versus welfarist distinction, what is the payoff of the race versus net discrimination comparison? First, attention to race discrimination sensitizes us to the existence of deontological objections even in the net discrimination debate.46 And this sensitivity has policy consequences. For example, Christopher Yoo argues that even if every broadband provider were structurally quarantined out of adjacent markets, there would be no reduction in market power. “Vertical disintegration . . . has no effect on last-mile providers’ ability to extract supracompetitive returns. Consumers will receive benefits only by promoting entry by alternative network capacity.”47 Even if this is right, it focuses solely on welfarist concerns.

45. Id. at 183-84 (citations omitted).
46. Baker suggests that increased sensitization is necessary because many economics-minded analysts have a tin ear to noncommodified concerns. See Baker, supra note 39, at 742-44.
47. Yoo, supra note 2, at 16.
about monthly broadband bills charged to consumers. The deontological concern — that private firms will leverage their ownership of broadband pipes to control the content traveling through those pipes — is far better satisfied by the quarantine.

Second, and tightly related, we can better appreciate that the hardest questions arise from clashes across the deontological-welfarist boundary. To be sure, hard questions surface within each category. For instance, within the welfarist category, there are difficult empirical questions in the race discrimination debate. Does affirmative action in admissions provide net welfare benefits or losses, however measured? Similarly, within the net discrimination debate, which legal arrangements will maximize social welfare by simultaneously encouraging innovation without undermining capital investment? After all, not everyone emphasizes the marvelous innovations at network’s edge; others bet on the center.

However difficult these intra-category questions are, even harder questions come from the incommensurability between deontological and welfarist arguments. In the race context, for instance, how shall we compare a deontological complaint (for example, you should not intern me simply because I am ethnically Japanese) against a welfarist justification (we must intern you because our military leaders have concluded that your kind constitute a military threat of espionage and sabotage)? The same goes within the net context. Suppose that there is some welfarist justification for not opening access to cable broadband pipes based on vertical integration efficiencies. Many will still complain that such economic analysis does not meet their fundamental concern, namely that some private corporation that provides what “looks and


49. For an example of someone who does see innovations coming from the edge, see Wu, *supra* note 1, at 37-38 (“The strongest track record of innovation comes from the network edges, not the center.”).


51. Cf. Oscar H. Gandy, Jr., *Quixotics Unite! Engaging the Pragmatists on Rational Discrimination*, in THEORIZING SURVEILLANCE: THE PANOPTICON AND BEYOND 318, 321 (David Lyon ed., 2006) (suggesting special difficulty of trying to maximize incompatible outcomes when evaluating on “historically distinct, if not orthogonal criteria, such as efficiency and equality”).

feels” like a transportation service — often the descendents of legal monopolies, with all the benefits of first mover advantage, exploiting public rights-of-way — should not be able to exercise even limited influence over the content or applications that flow through those pipes. The implicit argument here is that some (admittedly inchoate) right to access information without private influence is being infringed, not that some utility function is inadequately maximized.

At this point, the predictable response is to suggest that these deontological concerns are woolly-headed and bleeding-hearted, and that in the net context, we should focus only on welfarist concerns. But precisely the same thing can be said and has been said of many forms of race discrimination. Those who fancy themselves as Bayesian discriminators proudly assert that they are acting on the basis of evidence-based stereotypes (generalizations about social categories) that are justified by accurate assessments of base rate probabilities. It is not “efficient,” they exclaim, to screen White, Christian grandmothers for bombs at airports; rather, we should focus on swarthy skinned, young Muslim males. It is not “efficient” for me as a restaurant server to give top-notch service to a Black customer because they do not tip as well, and here are the statistical data to demonstrate that. It is rational for me to compliment people with last names such as Wu, Yoo, Ohm, and Kang on their English because Asians in America are majority immigrants, and if they are offended, they are being too sensitive. And so on. If someone objects to this kind of thinking, why shouldn’t the same response be made? Stop being woolly-headed and bleeding-hearted! My guess is that there would at least be a pause. And rightly so.

Let me be clear: I am not equating exclusively welfarist analyses of net neutrality to statistical racial discrimination. That said, one must argue for — not simply assert — the position that net discrimination must be understood exclusively in welfarist terms.

In sum, race discrimination sensitizes us to two different categories of arguments against discrimination that exist even in the net context: deontological and welfarist. Within each category, the analysis is difficult on both theoretical and empirical grounds. However, still more perplexing is an inter-category comparison across the deontological and

53. This argument has been made in even more strident terms—namely, that welfare should always trump fairness. See Louis Kaplow & Steven Shavell, Fairness versus Welfare (2002). For a devastating critique, see Jules L. Coleman, The Grounds of Welfare, 112 Yale L.J. 1511 (2003) (reviewing Louis Kaplow & Steven Shavell, Fairness versus Welfare (2002)).


55. See generally Gandy, supra note 51, at 323-31 (summarizing arguments raising concerns about various forms of racial statistical profiling).
welfarist boundary. The net discrimination debate also suffers from this difficulty. Although welfarist arguments predominate, there is a deontological vein of thinking that must be addressed, and on its own terms. The deontological concerns are neither paranoid nor nonsensical, and welfarist assurances do not lift deontological dread.

III. RATIONALITY’S CONSTRAINTS

Many Americans believe that race discrimination is largely a problem of the distant past. Many believe that we have learned from our mistakes and that we are now a far more rational people and economy, driven by a hard-nosed and practical reason. This position is supported by a loose syllogism. We are rational; race discrimination is irrational; therefore, we must not be engaging in race discrimination. An addendum to this syllogism is that anything that looks like “discrimination” that is in fact rational should not be called discrimination in the first place.56 This is the normative carve-out discussed above.

Does this argument get the facts right? To start off, are we in fact rational? “Rational” in the above syllogism roughly means instrumental rationality. An individual behaves rationally to the extent that her actions help satisfy her preferences and achieve her chosen goals. Individuals do not, however, behave completely rationally. The heuristics and biases literature has cataloged a laundry list of cognitive errors.57 Hedonic psychology reveals that we do not know very well what will make us happy.58 Still more interesting is the recent work in implicit social cognition, which describes how mental associations that operate automatically and not necessarily with any self-awareness or self-reflective endorsement can nevertheless alter our behavior.59 As evidence of these various implicit biases and their predictive validity

56. See, e.g., Thierer, supra note 19, at 6 (“[S]ometimes discrimination really isn’t discrimination at all. More specifically, what one party considers discrimination may be judged by others to be perfectly sensible or justifiable behavior.”).


58. See generally DANIEL GILBERT, STUMBLING ON HAPPINESS (2006); Samuel R. Bagenstos & Margo Schlanger, Hedonic Damages, Hedonic Adaptation, and Disability, 60 VAND. L. REV. 745 (2007).

increase, we have more reason to question the rationality presumption. We may not be treating people in a colorblind fashion notwithstanding our explicit and sometimes righteous endorsement of that moral principle.

Even if individuals are not entirely rational, perhaps markets do much better. Indeed, an illustrious line of economic thinking suggests that race discrimination is inefficient and therefore cannot survive in a competitive market. If a racist firm inappropriately discounts the value of a human resource on the basis of an irrelevant attribute, such as race, then other non-racist firms will price the human asset correctly and simply out-compete. The inevitable result is that race discrimination will be burned away.

Again, this account gets things descriptively wrong. First, the market may simply satisfy a “taste” for discrimination held by consumers. If a client feels subtly more confident having a White male attorney over an Asian female attorney as the lead lawyer for mission-critical litigation, then an unhindered market will just as subtly satisfy that request. Second, such preferences may produce self-fulfilling prophecies in the form of positive feedback loops that cause underinvestment in human capital and potentially disrupt performance on ability tests. Third, even if certain competitive firms recognize this phenomenon and want to exploit it for competitive gain, there would be a collective action problem in dismantling the feedback loop because a single firm cannot alter the general incentive structures created by the general marketplace.

To be fair, no one makes the unqualified claim that individuals always, without exception, behave rationally. And no one suggests that markets are perfect disciplinarians. So, the real debate is about how often and in what contexts do individuals and markets behave “rationally” in contexts where race matters. My only point here is that we have good reasons to be cautious of any robust rationality
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62. For a discussion of the stereotype-threat literature, see Kang & Banaji, supra note 9, at 1086-90.

assumption.

In the net context, the analogous syllogism goes something like this. Broadband providers are rational. Discrimination is irrational, in that it does not further their self-interest. Therefore, broadband providers will simply not discriminate, and ham-fisted regulation is unnecessary. As the talking point goes, net neutrality is a solution in search of a problem. In still more colloquial terms, don’t worry, be happy. Among others, Jim Speta and Phil Weiser have invoked such arguments in suggesting that broadband providers, even if monopolists, will not discriminate in adjacent markets for content or application services.

There are many questions here. First, is discrimination actually irrational in the sense that it would not be in the firm’s self-interest? For both the “single-monopoly profit” rule and the principle of “internalizing complementary efficiencies” (“ICE principle”) there are well-known and less well-known exceptions. Second, even if non-discrimination would be in the firm’s self-interest, can we assume that firms will act rationally in the vertical integration context? If the question is articulated as whether managers of broadband firms can write out the economic proofs of the ICE principle, the answer is no. More seriously, we have numerous examples in which firms with market power do not seem to behave rationally. Phil Weiser and Joseph Ferrell call them “incompetent incumbents.”

But again, this may be a strawperson. Even if a single firm behaves irrationally, surely the market in its grand totality acts “as if” it were rational. But this survival of the fittest assumption applies best to highly competitive markets with low barriers to entry. In broadband, we have highly centralized markets — typically duopolies with high entry barriers. And where we have such concentration, there is little reason
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to think that market competition will enforce rationality.\footnote{To be sure, many are now relying on intermodal competition, as telephone companies go after cable companies with wireless and powerline carriage in the works. However, such competition is more incipient than extensive. See Herman, supra note 31, at 137.}

This rationality discussion raises two other points. First, we ought to be cautious about the value of explicit self-reports. Having entered the post-civil rights era, social scientists have struggled with the “willing and able” problem in trying to gauge current stereotypes and attitudes toward various racial groups. Explicit surveys are no longer very useful because, first, people are no longer willing to tell social scientists what they really think about sensitive matters. Respondents instead engage in impression management to sound politically correct. Even when individuals are sincere, research in implicit social cognition has demonstrated that we lack introspective access to various mental constructs, even as those constructs influence our evaluations and behavior.

Interestingly, a similar “willing and able” problem exists in the net discrimination context. All sides of the debate agree that we would benefit enormously from real data on whether broadband providers do in fact have an incentive to discriminate, and whether they will do so.\footnote{Many broadband service providers have contractual terms that afford them great license over the content transported through their pipes. See, e.g., id. at 126 (citing examples from Cox, AT&T, and the Canadian firm Telus).} The FCC just launched a Notice of Inquiry to help fill this void.\footnote{See Broadband Industry Practices, Notice of Inquiry, 22 FCC Rcd. 7894, ¶¶ 8-11 (2007).} But getting good data is difficult for some of the same reasons outlined above. First, it seems naïve to take at face-value what firms promise publicly because they are managing impressions to stave off potential regulation.\footnote{Commentators have, however, accumulated some revealing exclamations. See, e.g., Mark A. Lemley & Lawrence Lessig, The End of End-to-End: Preserving the Architecture of the Internet in the Broadband Era, 48 UCLA L. Rev. 925, 934 (2001) (reporting that AT&T’s Jack Osterman said of early plans for the Internet, “[f]irst . . . it can’t possibly work, and if it did, damned if we are going to allow the creation of a competitor to ourselves.”); At SBC, It’s All About “Scale and Scope”, BUS. WK., Nov. 7, 2005, http://www.businessweek.com/magazine/content/05_45/h3958092.htm (quoting AT&T Chairman Ed Whitacre as saying “[n]ow what they would like to do is use my pipes free, but I ain’t going to let them do that because we have spent this capital and we have to have a return on it. So there’s going to have to be some mechanism for these people who use these pipes to pay for the portion they’re using. Why should they be allowed to use my pipes? The Internet can’t be free in that sense, because we and the cable companies have made an investment and for a Google or Yahoo! or Vonage or anybody to expect to use these pipes [for] free is nuts!”).} Second, even if firm representatives sincerely believe that the firm’s private interest aligns fully with the public’s interest in maximum innovation and social welfare,\footnote{For skepticism on this point, see Baker, supra note 39, at 751. He points out the difference between enterprise-based and welfare-based economics. For example, cost savings that are “efficient” for the enterprise/firm may not be “efficient” for all of society.} they may lack introspective
access to the various implicit cognitive processes in individual managers’ heads and implicit organizational processes in firm practices that produce self-serving forms of discrimination.\textsuperscript{75}

The other point concerns the normative addendum to the rough syllogism. That addendum suggests that any “discrimination” that is in fact rational should be normatively tolerated. Put another way, instrumental rationality should necessarily purchase normative acceptability. But there are many objections to this argument, and current antidiscrimination law rejects it.\textsuperscript{76} In the net context, this rationality justification seems especially weak since the private interest may only poorly align with the public interest. Since broadband access is an infrastructural good and because the broadband provider cannot capture and monetize the positive externalities, its rational decisions to pursue its private interest may substantially harm public welfare.

Here is one final concern about what rationality is supposed to buy. In the race context, suppose someone defends her action as responding on the basis of accurate base rates that distinguish between racial groups. A thoughtful person might ask why do the base rates differ? Nature? Nurture? Some inextricable mix of both? What if part of the reason for the difference is the normatively problematic past? If we ignore such a history, then our instrumentally rational actions today might fuel yet another cycle in a positive feedback loop, which locks in past injustices.

Surprisingly, there are parallels for net discrimination. When a broadband provider makes rational decisions to maximize its private welfare, we must understand that such a calculation depends on the firm’s current conditions, which were produced by a specific, historically contingent path. And with broadband providers, that path often included the privilege of legal monopoly, usage of public property at little or no cost, and benefit from network economics that cement first-mover advantage. For example, telephone companies were historically monopoly franchises, granted the right to use public right-of-ways for private profit. If we decide to correct the past, that is, move away from legal monopoly (cf. the legal monopoly of Whiteness and segregation)

\textsuperscript{75} Richard Nelson and Sidney Winter point out that firms operate on process schemas, a sort of automatic pilot, with limited ability to process an overwhelming flow of information. \textit{Richard R. Nelson & Sidney G. Winter, An Evolutionary Theory of Economic Change} 14 (1982); \textit{see also} Lemley & Lessig, \textit{supra} note 73, at 937 (discussing how firms develop core competencies, protect legacy businesses); \textit{id.} at 950 (discussing possibility of corporate endowment effect); \textit{id.} at 944-45 (pointing out that explicit intent is not necessary for monopolist pipe owners to skew innovation in their favor and towards familiar technologies and existing expertise).

towards a level playing field (cf. desegregation and the civil rights movement), we cannot expect to do so simply by formally ending legal monopoly, then allowing the incumbent to do whatever is in its self interest — especially when network effects inure to the incumbent’s benefits. That would cement past privilege into present advantage. We certainly understood the basic economics — if not the actual implementation — when we tried to introduce competition into the local exchange.

In sum, the race discrimination debate teaches us to be more skeptical about optimistic and self-serving claims that rationality will burn away net discrimination, and leave behind only normatively acceptable byproducts. First, we may not act as rationally as we hope and trust we do. Second, even when we are instrumentally rational in pursuing our private interests, that may not further the public’s interest, which might include both deontological (e.g., corrective justice) and welfarist ambitions (an infrastructure for innovation and communicative participation).

CONCLUSION

This essay is another one of my attempts to cross-pollinate the race and communications literature. A comparison and contrast between race discrimination and net discrimination teaches us, first, to particularize the discrimination at issue and be wary of normative carve-outs in defining discrimination. Second, we must recognize and respect the clash between welfarist and deontological concerns. Third, we should beware of assurances that private rationality guarantees public interest.

These insights do not translate into specific policy recommendations; they were never meant to. For readers yearning for something more concrete, I only offer some doctrinal gestures. As explained above, we must always particularize the discrimination at issue — which entity X is being treated differently on the basis of which attribute Y? In this specification, it may or may not be useful to think in terms of “suspect classifications” that borrow from equal protection doctrine or bona fide occupational qualifications (“BFOQs”) that borrow
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from Title VII. But the more relevant analogy is to First Amendment law, with its greater skepticism of content-based regulations as compared to constraints on mere time, place, or manner. This doctrinal analogy would underscore the importance of the first of the FCC’s “Four Freedoms” on net neutrality: the right to access all lawful content. It would also support the nondiscrimination provision attached to the recent AT&T and Bell South merger, which the Net Neutrality Notice of Inquiry floats as a potential general principle.

I conclude by asking an odd question: what is the value of common carriage? Imagine that after converting to all IP networks, telephone companies simply declared that they were no longer common carriers. Instead, they were providing “information services,” and in fact, similar to cable operators, were engaged in constitutionally protected speech. What if the telephone companies then ensured better quality connections to their preferred customer partners (say Expedia’s travel agents over Priceline’s) who paid them a kick-back? Even more extreme, what if a telephone company, controlled by an activist media mogul, implemented software algorithms to disconnect calls that seem to facilitate terrorist agendas or titillate with prurient language?

This is not so crazy. AT&T as broadband service provider intends to scan for what it thinks to be illegally copied content; Google as video hosting service is taking down sniper clips (which by themselves are offensive but not illegal); and in 1992, Congress granted to cable operators the right to censor prurient content that would appear on leased
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access and PEG (Public, Educational, and Government) channels. In fact, in his concurrence in *Sable Communications of California v. FCC*, Justice Scalia suggested that even telephone companies — notwithstanding their public utility status — could drop dial-a-porn callers if they so choose.

I think most telephone users would think all of this to be odd and disturbing. Sure, television stations and networks control what can be seen on TV; cable operators control what can be seen on cable; websites control what content can be downloaded from their servers. But the telephone? Even the telephone company gets to control who says what to whom? What’s more, these firms could benefit all the while from 47 U.S.C. § 230, which shields “interactive computer service” providers with nearly bulletproof immunity. In other words, they would receive the central benefits of common carriage, but bear none of the costs.

My question is hypothetical because regulators would probably never allow this convenient opting out of common carriage. This is apparent from the FCC’s regulatory approach toward VoIP, which follows the basic principle that if it works like a traditional telephone from the end-user’s perspective, it will be regulated like a traditional telephone. But why couldn’t the same arguments against net neutrality regulation be deployed against common carriage regulation for telephones? If we must keep “hands off the Internet,” why not also keep our grubby regulatory “hands off the telephone”?

With only modest creativity, telco executives could assert that the next generation of fancy telephone networks (4G) will only be built if they can shed the legacy vestiges of common carriage. Not just fringe regulations, mind you, but the core obligations against unreasonable discriminations and preferences. When that plea comes, my guess is
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that there would be a pause. And again, rightly so.